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Man on a Mission: Ronn Bailey

VanguardCEO Ronn Bailey announced he will compete in the 2006 Dakar Road Race - the
world's longest and most grueling motor competition

(PRWEB) July 22, 2005 -- With vivid memories of blinding sandstorms, and empty fuel tanks forcing an early
disqualification in a race that half the entries finish, VanguardCEO Ronn Bailey announced he will compete in
the 2006 Dakar Road Race - the world's longest and most grueling motor competition.

As a prelude to the 2006 Dakar event, which will run from Lisbon, Portugal through western Africa, Bailey will
be the sole U.S. entry in the 2,100 km 6th Morocco Rally starting on May 24 and ending May 29.

Bailey, an amateur driver, was a last minute entry (#235) in the Morocco Rally. His co-driver is Denis Schurger,
an experienced road race veteran who has coached Chinese drivers racing in the 2003, 2004 and 2005 Dakar
races. BaileyÂ�s team finished in the top 30!

This year, Bailey was the only American driver or team in the Morocco Rally. He also fielded the only
American car team in the 2005 Dakar, although NASCAR veteran Robby Gordon raced as part of the
VolkswagenTouareg Team.

Marv McGrew, CEO of Success Group International, LLC stated Â�Ronn is a good friend of Success Group
and we follow his racing adventures with great anticipation. For Ronn to accomplish what he has in only his
second race ever is nothing short of amazing! Ronn has more tenacity of spirit than anyone I know; when he
sets his mind to itÂ�he gets it done! Â�

About Vanguard Integrity Professionals:
The company offers a wide range of software solutions that are proven to strengthen security on a variety of
platforms and, for the past 15 years, have safeguarded critical data at some of the nation's largest financial,
healthcare, retail and government agencies. Vanguardoffers the most comprehensive suite of security software
solutions for enterprise environments that have mainframe systems, including identity, authentication and
intrusion management; administration, reporting and analysis; and policy compliance - robust tools designed to
frustrate malicious intent, reduce opportunities for human error and protect against unauthorized system
intrusion. www.go2vanguard.com

About SGI:
Success Group International (SG) is Â�The Global Technology SolutionÂ�Â� Our Coalition is a worldwide,
Â�solutions basedÂ� technology member organization, devoted to assisting our global membership of
technology businesses in achieving their company marketing, channel sales and business development goals.
"Success Group's mission, as a global technology coalition, is to facilitate member relationships and build
synergy between members, by identifying needs and creating solutions to enhance, grow and strengthen
revenue generating opportunities, increasing sales and profits of all members." SG specializes in developing
and managing technology coalition alliances to promote the growth and Â�SUCCESSÂ� of member
businesses. Our primary objective is discovering enabling and enhancing technologies for coalition members to
expand technology solutions offered to their clients. www.successgroupintl.com
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Contact Information
Marv Mcgrew
SUCCESS GROUP INTERNATIONAL,LLC
702-839-1712

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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